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Abstract
In past years, numerous global path planning methods have been researched and applied in maritime surface
navigation. Regardless of intended usage for either decision-support in crewed, or autonomous vessel
navigation, path planning should generate a safe and efficient route. However, prior to route generation, static
maritime environment representation must be created first. Whether it is transformed in to discrete or
continuous form, common approach is to use Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs) as a basis for maritime
environment representation. Nevertheless its origins, ENCs still adhere to inherited data generalizations and
simplifications to be comprehensible for human navigators. This leads to limitations when considering path
planning and spatial resolution at different chart scales. Furthermore, when generating the representation and
path, uncertainty must be considered since the quality and accuracy of chart data varies. Although these topics
have been addressed separately in their respective domains, their relations have not been researched in detail.
The aim of the proposed paper is the review of electronic navigational charts, environment representation and
common global path planning approaches’ relations. Forthcoming standards and technologies, such as usage
of high-density charts, are presented and discussed as well.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Safe and efficient navigation of the ship is based, among other things, on appropriate path planning. In the
planning process, navigational requirements, constraints, static and dynamic conditions are assessed using the
data from a variety of sources. The characteristics of the ship and the area, expected traffic density and
weather conditions, route efficiency are just some of the factors determining the final content of the voyage
plan (1). Traditionally done by on-board navigators, the methods of voyage planning are elaborated and
extensively presented in various sources: international regulations, circulars and recommendations,
procedures of shipping companies and professional literature. Uniformity and objectivity in the approach are
the objectives of maritime education standards, determining the appropriate skills and competences of the
navigators. Nevertheless, partial subjectivity is present in the voyage planning, conditioned by the proficiency,
experience or by the vagueness of the definitions. Procedure improvement, introduction of advanced Decision
Support Systems (DSS) and ultimately fully autonomous navigation systems should be a path towards
reduction of subjectivity. Therefore, it is necessary to mention the recent completion of Electronic Chart
Display and Information System (ECDIS) implementation on ships (2). Tentatively speaking, this completed
the transition from traditional or mixed approaches of voyage planning to technologically integrated
approaches. The upcoming stages of voyage planning development are followed by the implementation of
new standards, the use of high-density data and various levels of automated route planning. This applies to
vessels which will still be manned depending on the level of autonomy (3). The tasks and characteristics of
planning will change, with a gradual transformation in the human involvement level during planning phases.
However, the immediate context and objective of the planning will remain the same, at least until humans will
continue to approve the plan: Determine a safe vessel path based on a human-legible limited view of reality in
the form of an Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC). Therefore, there are several basic elements to consider
accomplishing the stated objective. It is necessary to consider the limitations of ENCs including the methods
by which the data were collected, their accuracy and confidence and finally generalization. Furthermore, ships
characteristics must be considered as well with available and forthcoming solutions in supervised or fully
autonomous path planning. Accordingly, there are considerable research efforts on voyage planning (4), ENCs
(5), navigational characteristics of the ship (6) and path planning (7).
Besides maritime research fields and other branches of transport, path planning is researched in robotics,
autonomous vehicles, and computer technologies. In the context of movement, path planning includes
defining the vehicle model, i.e., the vessel in the presentation of the physical space in which it is located. If
we include the time of movement along the path, we determine the trajectory of the vessel as well. When the
environment is fully known and determined and the obstacles are stationary, path planning is static and
time-invariant (8). Therefore, we can define global path planning (GPP) in which path is planned in a fully
known static environment (9). Unlike global, local path planning (LPP) deals with avoidance of nearby static
or dynamic obstacles while underway. Among numerous methods, discrete graph search based on graph
theory is a common approach in path planning.
To search the graph, it is necessary to discretize the space for example, in form of grids, meshes or
polygons. Resulting free space, based on method used, can consist of simpler regions called cells. Depending
on the algorithm applied and weight factors, the most favorable path is determined, that is, a solution with a
minimum distance or weight. The generated path usually contains a larger number of unnecessary vertices or
waypoints which must be reduced. While the waypoints and associated courses between them may correspond
to the limits and criteria set, they do not necessarily correspond to the ship's maneuvering characteristics or
path planning requirements. Thus, the obtained paths need to be adjusted. On board, the navigator adjusts the
position of the waypoints and radius of the ship's turning circle according to the ship's known maneuverability
and if available, conspicuous navigational features. In the application of algorithms, realistic paths can be
created by smoothing curves and approximations of mathematical functions (10). Therefore, to properly
model the environment and apply the path algorithm on ENC structure, features and shortcomings must be
known.
There are several standards set by the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) defining the ENCs.
The content, structure, and specifications of ENCs is specified in IHO S-57 standard harmonized with ECDIS
performance standards. ENC content stored in object-oriented database format with 200 classes of spatial
objects and 185 classes of feature objects describe the features and position of real objects in the maritime
environment. Furthermore, the ENC content is separated from presentation and defined in IHO S-52 standard
(11). Several challenges arise when using ENCs as basis for environment representation. Since it
approximates the real-world environment, large volume of data must be collected, transformed, and reduced
to be understandable to humans. This, along with limitations of devices used for data acquisition and
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production results in several shortcomings. Charts and objects have intrinsic hydrographic uncertainty (12),
sounding and isobaths are generalized and conform to constraints to be legible (13). Furthermore, using IHO
S-57 format standalone or combined with ever-increasing volumes of datasets and formats inside and outside
of the ECDIS environment is a challenge on its own. However, the forthcoming IHO S-100 products resolve
some of these challenges opening numerous possibilities for a wider userbase (14).
As presented, ENCs, environment models and path planning are well researched in various scientific
disciplines. The level of consideration is often consistent with their significance in their origin research field.
However, past considerations of the interrelationship between environment modeling, ENCs and GPP, directs
to more research towards unified interpretation. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to present the overview of
static environment models based on ENCs used in GPP. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 summarizes important work on GPP, ENCs and static environment representation. Section 3 presents the
results of survey on the GPP approaches using the ENCs and static environment representation. Section 4
discusses the findings with current and forthcoming approaches. Section 5 contains conclusions and
recommendations for future research.
2.

GLOBAL PATH PLANING AND STATIC MARITIME ENVIROMENT
To assess the relations between maritime static environment representation and the GPP methods, an
overview of common GPP methods and algorithms is presented in the following subchapters. Brief overview
of IHO standards, ENC features follows in the subsequent subchapter. In the final subchapter, approaches to
environment modelling, their features, advantages and disadvantages are described.
2.1. GLOBAL PATH PLANNING
There are numerous approaches used in path planning, which we can generally divide into classic,
advanced and hybrid (15). In classic approaches, used often for global path planning, a model of environment
is usually created and then the optimal path determined. Advanced approaches are often used to avoid
dynamic objects and local planning and frequently do not require an environment model. Hybrid approaches
combine algorithms and are used for both global and local planning (15), (16). The first approach provides
optimal solutions suitable for cases that require fewer degrees of freedom and includes deterministic
algorithms with heuristics (17). From this group of algorithms, the A* algorithm and its variants are very
often used. Optimization approaches also differ. If only the shortest path, smoothness or safety is optimized,
single-objective optimization is applied. If the path planning problem is expressed as a problem for all three
of the above objectives (18), multi-objective optimization approaches (19), (20) are often applied. To finish,
if we consider motion and path planning, then approaches can be broadly divided into graph search, sampling,
curve interpolation and numerical optimization (21).
According to GPP methods from robotics, we differentiate roadmap, space decomposition and potential
fields. In the first two approaches, the problem of determining the path is reduced to graph search, which is
preceded by determining connectivity in free space. Roadmap methods have the advantage that they are
simpler to implement in 2D or 3D configuration space, or state space. By decomposition methods, free space
is divided into smaller areas, that is, cells. Methods can be exact and give complete or approximative
solutions or approximatively complete solutions at the given resolution. Finally, potential field methods use a
potential field gradient in proximity of an object, and not for the free space. This makes them efficient,
however trapping in the local minima may occur (22). In addition to the above methodology, the expanded
systematization of path planning algorithms includes limitations of movement, the need for space modeling,
mode (online/offline) and whether algorithms are deterministic or probabilistic (23).
Considering the general evaluation criteria of path planning algorithms, they can be expressed in terms of
optimality or completeness, efficiency, and insensitivity to environmental complexity (24). More detailed
metrics of the GPP algorithms can include mean execution time, relative standard deviation of execution time,
mean length of path, relative standard deviation of the length of the path and smoothness of the path (25).
Further, if we consider the optimality of path planning, then this can be the shortest path or route, time
optimal path, path with the lowest energy consumption, optimal smoothness, or minimum risk (26). If we
consider similarity criteria between paths, then the shape similarity can be compared using Fréchet or
Hausdorff distance (27), while for the trajectory similarity time-warping methods are used as well (28).
2.2. ELECTRONIC NAVIGATIONAL CHARTS
The IHO S-57 standard was officially adopted in the 1992 and used almost exclusively for encoding of
ENCs and used in ECDIS. The limitations are that it was primarily developed for ECDIS use and it has
inflexible maintenance regime. The standard is frozen, and the structure does not support advanced features
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such as gridded bathymetry. Furthermore, the data model is embedded within the file format thus limiting
flexibility in usage (28). The ENCs have several challenges in potential application for path planning such as
data sources, format usage or hydrographic uncertainty. The data can be from older surveys with lower
accuracy, even in coastal areas and of high maritime traffic (30) which must be accounted for in path
planning. Solutions to format challenges can be in part solved with publicly available format translations (31)
where ENCs are converted to common formats such as shapefiles (SHP) or geodatabase file collections
(GDB) for use in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) applications. Furthermore, there are open-source
libraries capable of format translation (32), even free navigational software (33), however with limitations in
context of path planning.
Figure 1. Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC)

Figure 2. ENC Depth contour object-DEPCTN

Source: Adapted by the authors from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) US410121 ENC: Approach to Cay Sal
Bank.

There are several considerations that arise when using and interpreting data from ENCs when using GPP
algorithms. The first is the hydrographic uncertainty of the chart data. The uncertainty arises from the data
collection methods, the devices used and their limitations. From the data, models of environment are created
in which data often must be interpolated because of no or limited data availability for a whole or specific area.
Further, given the methods of interpolation and variability of the data used, the model itself has uncertainty.
To represent and interpret uncertainty, ENCs contain a metadata layer (M_QUAL Zones Of
Confidence–CATZOC). Although it describes how the data was collected, it does not represent the actual
accuracy or uncertainty of the representation of e.g., the bottom in the navigation area is (34), (12). The
second challenge is the generalization of the ENC presentation. It is defined in constraint terms of legibility,
safety, topology, and morphology, which ensures appropriate interpretation of data, and general safety for
navigation. These constraints are sometimes opposed, so a compromise must be made, especially at different
chart scales (35). As an example, an ENC with basic layers and objects such as depth contours, soundings or
land features is presented in Figure 1. Furthermore, the single ENC depth contour object (DEPCTN) is visible
in Figure 2., representing the layered approach to data representation. The third challenge is to use the
available ENC layers in GPP. In a variety of path planning approaches, usage of ENC depth data or DEPARE
object is just generally stated. However, other objects are available under the group of geographic objects
defined in IHO S-52 standard (34). The last challenge for the ENC usage is for a variety of research or
application approaches. ENCs can be presented in whole or partially, but there is no commercial or
open-source platform or environment for which individual elements of research interests related to ENCs or
even ECDIS could be fully and interactively considered. This applies to data visualization, geospatial
analytics, path planning, autonomous vessels, or simulations (36). This observation does not address
navigational simulators which are used for training and other research topics because of their mostly
closed-source nature for experimentation and research on GPP, static environment and ENCs, which is the
topic of the paper.
To handle the S-57 and other related standards complexities and challenges, in 2005 IHO proposed the
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S-100 products (S-101 to S-199). The first edition was published in 2010 and it has been updated four times
since. From the IHO S-100 products S-101 is Electronic Navigational Chart Product Specification which
includes feature and portrayal catalogue, complex attributes, rich geometry, and information types. It has the
capability to superimpose layers with advanced and dynamic display of other S-100 products such as
high-resolution bathymetry or dynamic environmental data and be used for intelligent navigation in ECDIS
(31). To overcome S-57 limitations the S-100 product family is mostly compatible with international ISO
19100 Geographic Information Standards. This facilitates exchange with and usage of multitude of data
sources and formats. The S-101 has dynamic feature and portrayal catalogue. The relations between features,
attributes and enumerations are defined within same single feature catalogue, which is machine-readable,
simplifying updates for stakeholders [38]. Final consideration on ENCs and forthcoming standards is the
usage of high-density bathymetric data. Since mean depth contours are 2, 5, 10, 15, 20- and 30-meter interval,
there is a practical limitation when used as safety margin and alarm states for example the ship’s draught.
High Density bathymetric ENCs (HDbENC) or HD ENCs were developed and are currently actively tested.
They have denser depth contours of 1 m or closer, large compilation scales (larger than 1:4000) and require
frequent updates since they cover dredged area or areas of dense traffic and narrow waterways (39).
2.3. ENVIROMENT REPRESENTATION
To use GPP methods for graph search, the space needs to be conveniently discretized. For this purpose,
regular and irregular meshes, polygons or graphs are used. Regular meshes are easy to generate, however
require high resolution to create a sufficiently realistic representation of the navigational area. Irregular
meshes represent a more accurate representation, however require a greater number of parameters for creation
(5). In addition to meshes, space can be converted to a graph using quadtrees, Voronoi diagrams, or visibility
graphs (40). An example of representations Delaunay triangulation created from ENC soundings is depicted
in Figure 3., while a regular grid superimposed on land areas and depth contours is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3. Delaunay triangulation created from
ENC soundings

Figure 4. Regular grid superimposed over ENC

Source: The authors. Created from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) US410121 ENC data.

Every presented approach has its own advantages and shortcomings. Regular grids besides
implementation and update simplicity have same number of nodes regardless of number of obstacles,
common in form of squares, triangles, or hexagons although they are less accurate for modelling of obstacles.
Furthermore, issues with memory overhead are present in higher resolutions thus increasing computation
time, memory, or other resource usage. Irregular grids such as quadtrees divide the space in four squares and
continue the process producing smaller and smaller squares until every square has an obstacle inside. The
advantage of this method is faster graph search and less memory usage than regular grids. The disadvantage is
the possibility of path quality reduction and reduced or even loss of applicability in high density of obstacles.
Navigation meshes and visibility graphs have similarities, although meshes are less complex. In visibility
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graphs start and end nodes are connected either with shortest path or as tangents to obstacle vertices. If they
are combined with Dijkstra’s or A* algorithms they provide an optimal solution, however feasible only in 2D
space. The Voronoi diagram creates equally distanced lines from obstacles such as polygons. The advantage is
the safe distance from obstacles, on the expense of optimality, which is not a shortcoming if the shortest path
is not the primary objective (23). As presented, environmental modelling decision is therefore a crucial step in
consideration of method or algorithm. The concept of environmental modelling is further elaborated in terms
of configuration space.
In general, configuration space (C-space) emerged from robotics and motion planning that transforms
dimensional object in the classic approaches into a point. The obstacles are mapped, and the object motion
problem is transformed in path planning of a point (22). Further, the C-space mapping representations
schemes can be broadly categorized as boundary, divide-and-classify and hybrid (41). As such, these
representations are the foundation of the numerous path planning algorithms in static environments. A
comparison of different configuration spaces for path planning under combinatorial method can be found in
(42). The authors stated that in combinatorial path planning using visibility graphs shortest path without local
minima was obtained, while satisfying completeness and minimum travelled path criteria. The simple
implementation and computation increase disadvantage was stated as well. For the Voronoi diagram
representation, the stated advantage was minimum computation time, global optimal solution, completeness,
and avoidance of local minima. However, the shortest path could not be created due to basic property of the
diagram (obstacle equidistance) thus reflecting in high possibility of energy or distance cost. Cell
decomposition guarantees completeness, and local minima avoidance. However, the path quality is dependent
on the cell size which reflects in computation increase with higher resolution. Artificial potential field method
shortcoming is that it is influenced and directed by local obstacles and minima if a global minimum does not
exist. Finally, as we consider environment representation and algorithms used, we refer to (43). Exact
methods of A*, Dijkstra’s algorithms, and heuristic methods with genetic algorithm, tabu search, and ant
colony optimization were compared and evaluated in context of GPP in grid environments with presentation
of the benefits and shortcomings of both path planning approaches. Heuristic approaches performed not as
effective compared to exact approaches. Nevertheless, exact approaches were found not appropriate for large
grid maps. To address shortcomings of both approaches, a hybrid approach was devised.
3.

RESEARCH SURVEY RESULTS
In the following section we present results of the conducted survey on different approaches to static
maritime environment representation using ENCs for GPP. The papers were selected on inclusion criteria of
global path planning (along with trajectory and route variants) in a static maritime environment with ENCs as
a basis for the environment modelling. The survey results are presented chronologically with brief overviews
of the methodology and short summaries in Table 1.
GPP and LPP for Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) has been considered in (44). The authors stated
kinematic constraints of the turning circle which influence the reachability of the waypoints. Further, the
created path should be smoothed and of continuous curvature. A two-step GPP algorithm was implemented
on uniform discrete grids based on ENC data created using Bresenham's algorithm. In the first step the
geometrical representation of the route was created. Then a reachability graph with consideration of the
vessel’s turning circle. For the continuous curvature, segments between waypoints were interpolated with
Bezier curves. To create a trajectory, constant velocity was applied. The vessel size was reduced to one grid
cell while the obstacles were enlarged with a tangentially added potential field at the border. An A* algorithm
was used to determine the path to the destination. Since the vessel has constant velocity, kinematic constraints
only allow straight line motion or turning manoeuvre with maximum curvature limited by the turning circle.
Further, it is assumed that a change from linear to circular motion is possible immediately. To reduce number
of waypoints Douglas-Peucker algorithm was used, and the continuity of curvature ensured by interpolation
of Bezier curves. Finally, authors stated that regular grid size limits the approach for longer paths due to large
size of the grid. They considered quadtree approach which enables adaptive cell size. The confidence of the
chart data, objects and attributes were not considered.
Automatic route planning method based on trapezoidal mesh approach was taken in (45) where the route
was considered along with hydrographic domain of the ship. It was considered for both static and dynamic
situations. Mesh was created by the selection of the rectangular area and an object within. Vertices were then
used for graph creation. For the path search Dijkstra’s algorithm was used on the formed undirected graph.
The method was tested on three test cases from which first two had a 10 m safety contour constraint, while the
third had 20 m safety contour. This research was partially based on a safe ship trajectory and ENC data
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representation considered in (46). Instead of using regular grids, trapezoidal meshes were used to reduce the
computation time. The data were first loaded from the ENC from which land areas, isobaths, and navigational
dangers were selected. The objects were then integrated in all chart layers and a trapezoidal meshes created.
To create a safe trajectory in ship encounter situation Dijkstra’s algorithm was used. Although the authors
stated that the method is applicable for predeparture and voyage phases, authors presented simulated ship
encounter case only, so it is not included in Table 1.
ISO8211 open-source library for retrieving data from the ENC and establish a regular rectangular
environment grid model was used in (47). The GPP approach considered an USV and improved A* with a
pilot quantity guiding the heuristic function closer to the straight line between the start and target point. The
weights were assigned according to navigability and adjacent cells. The distance multiplied by the pilot
quantity was used as heuristic function thus ensuring the route optimality. Finally, improved A* algorithm
was compared with Dijkstra’s and A*. The improved A* algorithm had the shortest distance, least number of
nodes and turns, however it traversed larger number of nodes compared to A*.
Year
2015
2017

ENC features and
vessel type
Single ENC, scale not
stated. USV and other
vessels.
ENC(s), scale not
stated, isobaths. Ship.

2017

Single ENC, scale not
stated. USV.

2018

ENCs, various scales,
depth. Ship.

2018

Adapted for ENC,
general statement of
object and features
used. Autonomous
ship.
Single ENC, scale not
stated. Ship.
Single ENC, scale not
stated, depth points
and contours. USV.
ENCs, various scales,
depth. Ship.
Single ENC, scale not
stated. Ship.
Single ENC, scale not
stated, depth. Ship.

2019
2019
2021
2021
2021

Environment creation and
representation
Bresenham’s algorithm.
Regular grids with potential
fields.
Trapezoidal mesh created
from rectangular area and
single object within.
Regular grid.

Global path planning approach
A* with Bezier curves for
smoothing and Douglas-Peucker
for waypoint reduction.
Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Ref
.
(44
)
(45
)

Dijkstra, A*, Improved A* with
guiding pilot quantity, smoothing
with redundant node removal.
Route binary tree.

(47
)

Applicable for any path planning
method.

(49
)

Multi-criteria route creation
adapted with risk contours.
Water depth risk level A*
algorithm (WDRLA*).

(50
)
(26
)

Delaunay triangulation (DT)
Irregular DT grid map.
Multilayer grid map.

L+, Final Optimization L+ (FO L+)
with line-of-sight optimization.
Final-optimized A* (FO A*).

(7)

Delaunay Chart Model
based on DT, navigable and
forbidden navigational area.

Tangent Based Method, Dijkstra’s
algorithm.

Triangulated Irregular
Network. Free space and
obstacle polygons.
ENC based potential field
points, curves, and shapes.
Navigational area
represented as a total
potential field.
Navigable and
non-navigable area.
Regional square grid,
feasible region and barrier.

(48
)

(51
)
(52
)

Table 1. Chronology of surveyed papers, ENC features used and vessel types, environment creation and
representation with global path planning approaches.
Route binary tree based on ENCs was considered for generating a path in (48). Authors stated that typical
path planning approaches such as A*, Dijkstra or Theta are optimal only for the route of constructed network
created from the chart. They noted that route binary algorithms were limited to single chart only, therefore
they considered use of multiple ENCs. A spatial navigation obstacle database and improved R-tree index
algorithm was proposed and used. Shallow areas were determined, and the depth model created using a
Triangulation Irregular Network (TIN) and ship’s draft. As a solution for single chart usage, obstacles from
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available charts and were fused in a single spatial database. During the planning process, the search query of
R-tree index was improved by using Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR).
Path-guided hybrid artificial potential field (PGHAPF) method for autonomous ships, applicable for
offline and online planning, static obstacle, and collision avoidance was presented in (49). Authors did not use
the ENCs explicitly, however the potential field method and environmental modelling was based on ENC
chart objects (points, lines, and surfaces). The authors simulated automatic path planning for the own ship in
the presence of irregular static obstacles by testing it with a U-shape obstacle trap situation and Goals
Non-Reachable with Obstacles Nearby (GNRON) Problem.
Multi-criteria approach with risk contours to path planning by considering the criteria of safety, efficiency,
convenience, and ability of navigation was considered in (50). The authors defined the risk as the probability
of stranding, impact, capsizing and sinking, while they did not consider avoiding collisions with other ships.
A circular unit assessment area of 6 minutes was set up, based on position fixing interval. The whole area was
divided in navigable and non-navigable and navigational traffic risk with hazard indexes for depth, obstacles,
and sea conditions with weights was defined. Furthermore, geometric analysis was carried out, determining
the cohesion and the number of obstacles in the area and quantitatively joining them with risk values.
According to these values, risk contours were created, i.e., lines of equal risk value that are the basis for the
adaptation of paths. To obtain a solution they proposed an algorithm which inputs are departure and arrival
points to define direction. Second algorithm created the entire route projection based on risk gradient and
radius between two adjacent risk contours.
Water depth risk level A* algorithm (WDRLA*) based on ENC for surveying and mapping USV was
proposed in (26). A uniform square grid with resolution of 25x25 m was selected with static obstacles and
depth. The grid size was calculated based on USV size, turning radius, localization error, buffer zone and
chart error. Water depth was extracted from depth points, contours, and isobath depth areas. Further, spline
function method was used for interpolation from discrete water depth points. Based on the hydrodynamic
analysis of the USV properties the minimum required water depth and depth hazard degree was derived. The
heuristic function was then adjusted for the depth hazard. Similar approach, however for multi-objective
Hybrid A* algorithm in a dynamic environment (MOHA*) was considered in (20).
Automatic route planning of ships and problems were considered in (7) and shortcomings and
computation expense of grid approach over longer distances stated. The authors observed frequent usage of
A*, Dijkstra’s and Theta* algorithm based on grids and alternatives such as quadtrees and Delaunay
triangulation (DT). Furthermore, they observed that in previous research actual water depths were not
considered. The stated reason was computational cost, since it is difficult to estimate the depth of each cell
based on vector data. Furthermore, depths on the ENCs are unevenly distributed, thus creating difficulties
when creating a grid. In their approach, they created a map of depth points using Delaunay Triangulation (DT)
and data from the ENC. Afterwards, L+ and FO L+ algorithms (Final Optimization L+) were applied in the
limited area of the Mississippi River and the Gulf of Mexico. Authors did not consider the confidence of data,
objects, and attributes of ENCs.
Final Optimized A* algorithm based on multilayer grids directly applicable in ECDIS was proposed in
(51). The authors stated that although there are numerous articles regarding automatic path or route planning,
only few are mature and applied on ECDIS platform. They employed quaternion ship domain, safety distance
to static obstacles objects and 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) vessel model. Furthermore, they proposed a route
tracking controller for route tracking.
An automatic route design algorithm based on novel environment modelling method was presented in
(52). The process of route generation was divided in two stages of environment modelling and path planning.
Two modes of design were created, Mode I (environment modelling with path generation) and Mode II (Mode
I with optimization). The approach used was the Tangent Based Method, based on polygon obstacle model. It
was presented and compared with Visibility Graph Method, Voronoi Diagram Method, and Maklink Graph
Method. Contrary to Voronoi Diagram and Maklink Graph, the Tangent Based Method makes the path as
close as possible to the obstacles. Thus, the shortest path is a common tangent between convex polygon
boundary and convex polygon. Furthermore, they stated that path and route planning methods are well
researched and developed. On the other hand, environment modelling is mostly based on abstract
mathematical models which reflects in few practical approaches using charts. The proposed method was
considered for a ship using the model including ship resistance, environmental disturbances, and forces of the
hull. Several ship sizes were used, and experiments conducted in independently created software. After the
model of the environment was created Tangent Graph Method was used for construction of the navigable
network undirected graph, while the Dijkstra’s algorithm was used to find the solution in the undirected
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graph. For the route design implementation and verification Dijkstra’s algorithm with and without
environmental factors was employed.
In this final paragraph of the section, we include papers which did not address in full our stated objective
of research of static maritime representation, ENCs and GPP. However, they present interesting approaches or
valuable observations. Although not explicitly dealing with GPP, in (53), authors considered the use of ENCs
for dynamic mission planning as an improvement over static mission planning of autonomous surface vehicle
(ASVs) used for bathymetric surveys. For this purpose, they used ENC_Reader within the Mission Oriented
Operating System (MOOS) platform for mobile robots. ENC data in S-57 format were converted to ENC_DB
database and grouped according to data geometry into points. Objects dangerous to navigation were defined
by hazard levels, available by quantitative and qualitative data such as "Water Level Effect" attributes, when
quantitative data is not available. According to the data, authors defined hazard levels from -1 to 5 and
displayed them with different colors according to the danger. Furthermore, in (54) same authors considered
the use of ENCs for GPP and autonomous navigation. They showed difficulties in ENC usage on an example
for a chart at a scale of 1:10000 without a sufficiently detailed representation of the environment, notably by
excessively increasing the scale larger than the compilation scale (overscale). The non-compliance of charts
with the actual situation in the observed area was also noted, i.e., the limitations of generalization on the
corresponding scale, which should also be indicated. Furthermore, there was a difference in the position of
e.g., rocks, which due to the compilation process, can differ more than 40 m. As a solution to the problem of
generalization on ENCs and inappropriate representation of the object size, they proposed to define objects in
2D instead of 1D, how it is currently defined for lines and or points which do not have scale. This would
prevent the impact of generalization on the display of individual objects on the chart and the definition of the
actual size when displaying on different scales. It was also stated that the display of the uncertainty of the data
according to the above, defined by CATZOC, does not to accurately show uncertainty in the chart compilation
process. They concluded that the charts, scales, and representation should be adapted to the size and
maneuvering characteristics of ships sailing in the navigation area.
4. DISCUSSION
Our research objective was directed towards static maritime environment representation using ENCs in
GPP. Starting from a broad perspective on separated subjects we focused on integrated approaches. In line
with research objective, we can observe that ENC usage for static environment representation in GPP is not so
extensive as we expected. Most of the researchers used single ENCs for their proposed GPP solutions and
static environment modelling. The static environment is mostly represented as regular grids, triangulated
irregular networks, followed by trapezoidal meshes and potential field. Furthermore, A* and Dijkstra’s are the
most common GPP algorithms used. Diverse types of vessels were considered including USVs, ships and
autonomous ships. As a final observation, high-density bathymetric data and machine learning approaches
were not implemented within narrowed context of GPP.
Limited usage of ENCs might be understandable since the IHO S-57 encoding standard was primarily
designed for usage in ECDIS. There are applications which have simple to advanced possibilities to present
ENCs, however they are primarily geospatial or navigational tools. Notably, geospatial tools have much
greater extensibility with software libraries and programming capabilities. However, they are not designed for
usage as background service for GPP or vessel modelling. On the other hand, navigational simulators are
available, providing certified environment for various types of maritime training and experimenting.
However, they are not free, are closed source with constrained experimentation possibilities outside of
simulated environment. This is understandable due to simulator complexity and long-term investment in
research and development from the manufacturers to comply with user requirements and legislative
constraints. Coming from such perspective it is understandable that researchers devise simplified
representations of simulated static environment and obstacles using programming language libraries or
develop custom ENCs solutions, as it a common case.
Along custom ENC solutions, most of the researchers used single ENCs for their proposed GPP and
environmental modelling. The complexities and generalization issues across different scales were observed
and how they can negatively influence the path solution. The uncertainty and in-depth consideration of
various ENC layers important for navigation were not extensively considered as well. Again, this is expected
because adding objects and attributes other than the basic depth related or land objects increases
computational cost and complexity. The implementation decision is weighted against perceived modest to
marginal increase in path planning accuracy and complexity of implementation. This is increased even further
when we consider more abstract elements such as recommended routes or mandatory traffic separation
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schemes which have not been included. Although these are not physical obstacles or bounds, nevertheless
they should be accounted for. When comparing GPP and related elements of route creation in voyage
planning, the navigator must consider confidence of data, and account for interpretation of available objects
and attributes. However, the choice of complexity accounting for available ENC attributes and features in
GPP and proper environmental model is not easy and will be further discussed.
Regular grids triangulated and irregular networks were the most common approaches for static maritime
environment representation. As presented previously, regular grids have the main advantages in simplicity of
generation and regularity. The disadvantage is the reduced accuracy of environment modelling and
computational cost. Furthermore, the decision on resolution must be made depending on environment and
obstacles. Vessel dimensions and manoeuvring properties must be considered as well, both in terms of cell
size and connectivity. The vessel must traverse certain number of cells and connect to more distant cells to
make a turn. To deal with large regular grid limitations quadtree implementation was suggested. The other
preferred approach was the triangular irregular network. This polygon decomposition approach is very often
based on the Delaunay triangulation (DT). It has the advantage that represents area and obstacles with smaller
number vertices of irregular sized triangles. Moreover, it better reflects the variable depth or obstacle density
present in the environment. Although a more accurate representation, it is a more complex model requiring
topological data structure. Trapezoidal meshes with vertical decomposition were less commonly used,
although they have advantage in linear relation of number of cells to number of polygon vertices and
formation of adjacency graphs.
Furthermore, A* and Dijkstra’s were the most common algorithms used for GPP in the conducted
research. The known benefits of A* is the speed compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm. This is due to heuristic
function which directs graph traversal and reduces the number of visited nodes. However, A* heuristic
function must not overestimate the path cost to the destination or in other words it must be admissible.
Further, enough memory must be available to find the solution. The computational challenges are present for
both Dijkstra and A* algorithms when used with large graphs and grids. To cope with this, node reduction
techniques, alternatives to grids, adaptations of the original algorithms or other algorithms must be used.
Finally, since the determined shortest or optimal path is usually not adequate for a turning and path following
of the vessel, path processing methods must be used. Besides node reduction techniques such as
Douglas-Peucker, some form of path smoothing is employed to create feasible vessel path. The Bezier curves,
as one of the presented approaches which resolve path curvature constraints, are frequently used outside the
presented limited ENC environment studied in our research.
The goal of the research was to investigate a narrower context than it is usually considered in both general
and maritime path planning literature. We are aware that there is a trade-off between generality and detail for
the presented subjects. However, broad, and narrow perspectives included and referenced literature should
facilitate research for others interested in the presented interrelated problems. This includes both human
perspective in current and future voyage planning and perspective of path planning for various levels of
autonomy of different vessels. We presented challenges using S-57 ENCs both in terms of format constraints
and static environment representation alongside improvements that S-100 products will bring. The properties
of S-100 should be evaluated further, since we did not present in-depth analysis to avoid further broadening of
the scope of the article. In line with that, the ENC limitations standards in terms of human legibility of charts
should be compared side by side with machine-readability. As a closing observation, several interesting topics
have been just touched upon. Standardised problems, benchmarks and even virtual test environments are
available for computer science, robotics, and other interested communities. It would be beneficial if
comparable complete solutions were available in the maritime domain for example based on ENC charts.
Furthermore, game engines, physics simulators, geospatial platforms, contribution packages and libraries have
already been considered and used in maritime context. Therefore, it is worth considering the next step,
bridging the gap from classical navigational simulators and specialised specific domain research tools. Such
integrated platforms would improve and facilitate interchange, quality, and reproducibility of the already
coinciding research interests.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In the conducted research the aim was to investigate how is static maritime environment modelled using
ENCs in GPP. Relevant publications on path planning in general and global path planning, electronic
navigational charts and environment representation were evaluated. There is significant amount of literature
presenting path planning and environment modelling in robotics, autonomous vehicle, and general maritime
domains. It is similar with literature dealing with ENCs either from hydrographic, or navigational perspective.
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However, usage of ENCs as basis for static environment modelling and GPP is not so common.
There are several reasons limiting extensive usage of current ENCs. The ENC format, original scope and
relation to ECDIS, constrains the usage for other applications. Furthermore, with numerous objects and
attributes the data adds complexity when used for GPP. The shortcomings of the IHO S-57 inflexibility are
addressed in IHO S-100 products aligned with geospatial standards and data formats. However, it will take
time to make the transition from S-57 to S-101 charts.
Most of the presented approaches used single ENCs for path planning. The static environment was mostly
modelled in form of regular grids and triangulated irregular networks, followed by trapezoidal meshes and
potential field approach. For GPP, A* algorithm and variants were used followed by Dijkstra’s algorithm. To
improve path search, A* was modified using water risk depth level, guiding pilot quantity and final
optimization. Since the methods based on grids and networks usually produce paths with excessive number of
nodes and turns not feasible for the vessel, using a form of node reduction and path smoothing has been used.
This was carried out with redundant node removal, Douglas-Peucker algorithm and Bezier curve smoothing.
Confidence and uncertainty of the charted data was not considered and basic ENC depth objects and attributes
were used only. Chart error was included only in a single approach. The proposed approaches were considered
for diverse types of vessels, including ships, autonomous and unmanned vessels.
For future research, detailed analysis of S-100 products will be conducted to assess possibilities for GPP
and environment representation. Further, the testing and benchmarking environments available in other
domains with platforms supporting usage of ENCs will be assessed as well.
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